Score Marine Limited
The Purpose
Established to meet the demand for a single source of naval valve support, Score Marine
specialise in sourcing and supplying NSN coded valves and the provision of technical support,
irrespective of OEM, ship class, system or service.

The Service
Independence from all manufacturers and unique access to stock enables Score to support
NATO, Commonwealth and Allied navies.

The Experience and Beneﬁts
In-house expertise in the design and development of 1st level valves, combined with Lloyds
ISO 17025 accredited test and laboratory facilities, enables Score Marine to provide post
design services for all warship valves. This includes the identiﬁcation of ﬁt, form and function
equivalent products and to ensure continuous customer support throughout the entire life
of a vessel.

Score Marine Limited is a subsidiary of Score Group plc which provides service and support
to the Marine and Military sector.
At Score Group plc, we provide engineering, research, design, supply, repair, manufacturing
and training services throughout the world. We provide these services 365 days a year, in
a variety of market sectors. The principle products we work with are Valves and Industrial
Gas Turbines and our total commitment to and unrelenting focus on quality service
provision in Intelligent Valve and Gas Turbine Solutions™ makes us market leaders in our
chosen ﬁelds of operation.
Our team of 1400+ personnel is committed to safe working and providing a quality service
to all our customers. We are principally able to do this by applying our knowledge and
experience of working with the people, the products and the services we provide, while
engaging in and developing close and mutually beneﬁcial relationships.
Contact us to discuss how we can assist in your business and industry requirements.
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